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when he sat down exhausted gave him a tribute to acting such as
had rarely been given in that house. Then up to the tribune went
Kaas, suave, prelatical, kindly,, to declare that, reassured by this
outburst, the Centrum would vote for the bill of which the
Chancellor's speech was the justification, the Centrum which
had defied Bismarck and beat him, and now crawled Catholic
and universal before Hitler, a strange spectacle for the student
of history and of men. Amid excited uproar the division was
taken, to be hushed as the Speaker read the figures: for the govern-
ment, 441; against, 91. To a man the Socialist members present
had voted against the bill, a splendid gesture worthy of a long
tradition'—the student may recall that the Socialist party made
its debut with a gesture vain but fine; its last gesture was the
same—and none the less splendid because the time for gestures
of any kind had long since passed, a gesture of which the only
sequel could be exile or prison. It was a useless gesture, but it
was a necessary one. It was essential that, if the German Republic
went down without fighting, it must not go down without protest.
Not; altogether unworthily did the Republic pass; that it passed
at all worthily was due to the German worker; there was no one
to speak for German Liberalism which had perhaps the proudest
tradition of them all.
To the accompaniment of cat calls and threats of violence to
the one section of the Reichstag which had not lost honour, the
Speaker declared the Reichstag dissolved until it pleased the
government to summon it again. The dictatorship was established
in legal form; the German republic had ceased to be.
And in its place came horror, a horror that is still with us and
has plunged Germany back into that savagery from which the
Western world may yet live to regret she ever emerged—legal
horror, cultural horror, artistic horror, moral horror, physical
horror. It is easy over that horror to lose one's balance and con-
centrate on the spectacular rather than the important. The ex-
cesses of a half-educated, neurasthenic youth doped with rhetoric
and fanaticized out of reach of conscience or decency are very
horrible, but they are inevitable; they are only the victory of the
subhuman and that victory anywhere will be characterized by

